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LETTER
to the
EDITOR
Charles Tart
D e p a r t m e n t of Psychology
U n i v . of California, Davis

I was pleased that PSINews published my and
William Braud's short articles o n the effects of
immediate feedback on psi in the October
198 1 issue, as this is an important research area
in our field. I would like to correct two possibly misleading inlplications in the editorial
intr. duction t o the two pieces, however. First.
I ~I:I\.cnever postulated that feedback is necessarv for psi to manifest per se. Second, and
m c ~ eimportant. Braud and 1 are not in any
major disagreement about current empirical
results concerning feedback. He looked at
them from a different perspective, onein keeping with a largely implicir nodel that I think is,
unfortunately, too dominant in parapsychology. I shall call it the "unconscious control"
model. I d o not know how much Braud would
agree with this mvdel when 1 make it explicit,
but I think it will be useful t o flesh it out. I will
sketch it and another model in a more extreme
form than 1 think many colleagues subscribe
to. in order to make some points more clearly.
The unconscious control model sees man as
a very complex psychological being, with psi
potential being incapable of direct conscious
control, subject only t o complex and indirect
effects that are mediated in largely unknown
(and perhaps unknowable) actions of the
unconscious mind. Conscious control is thus
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impossible. and the best we can do is try to
induce a "psi conducive mood," hoping that
o u r conscious e x p r i m e n t a l manipulations
affect the pcrcipient's unconscious mind in the
right way s o that his unconscious will sometimes activate the percipient's psi faculties.
I believe the unconscious control model has
become strongly associated with another alltoo-dominant implicit model, which we might
humorously call the "itsy bitsy bias" model. In
this model the nature of psi is such that all it
can d o is produce quite small biases in otherwise random processes.
The combined outlook provided by this
unconscious control and itsy bitsy bias model
is that the depressing aspects of contemporary
parapsychological research, namely unreliable,
statistically significant, but practically nivial
psi effects, are all that we can ever expect.
Attempts t o study the nature of psi are thus
inherently inefficient and frustrating, as the
vast majority of experiments produce almost
all "noise," with very little psi "signal."
As a psychologist I am very aware of the
powerful way in which explicit and implicit
expectations influence people's behavior s o
they tend to get the reality they expect to get.
Thus I find the implicit dominanceof these two
models a poor omen for parapsychology.
The unconscious control model is certainly a
good post hoc description of most of what
happens in parapsychological laboratories
today. Insofar as we are content t o let that
remain as a sole guiding model. Braud's cautions about how feedback can disrupt psi conducive states, and his related points, are well
taken. If 1 had a percipient in my lab who was
showing some psi results, who needed t o stay
in the right mood, who wasn't interested in
making a long-term comittnent to learningconscious control of p s ~ and
,
who found immediate feedback disruptive, I would certainly
eliminate feedback t o them and try t o learn
something from what they could d o while it
lasted. If, o n the other hand. I believe that
unconscious control and itsy bitsy bias wereall
we could ever get, 1 would find a more promising field t o work in than parapsycholoi?/.
My feedback training approach is aimed at
producing percipients closer t o D.D. Home
than t o those who score a fraction of a percent
above chance. Many of Braud's sugqestions for
making feedback less disruptive can beprofitably utilized for this aim. I may be aiming t o o
high: perhaps psi is inherently uncontrollable
and itsy bitsy. Research will tell. If 1 am right
about the potentials of immediate feedback
training, though, parapsychology will make a
quantum leap forward into a new era, based o n
high-intensity, reliable psi manifestation, and
questions about the nature of psi become
answerable in a efficient way. If 1am wrong, the
future of parapsychology leaves much t o be
desired.
*****I
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In his class last s ester at Citrus College
(Azusa. CA). Mike J . Nanko conducted a small
survey t o investigate he frequency of reported
psi experiences amo g members of his Psychical Research class.
the92 total respondents,
the frequency was 9 % for GESP, 16% for
precognition, 7% fo precognitive dreams, 2%
for poltergeist exper ences, 3% for out-of-thebody experiences \ ith psi-like information,
and 13% for appar ions o r "spirit" contact.
14% reported n o psi experiences.
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